[Effect of B1, B2 and B6 vitamins on gastro-pancreatic enzymes (author's transl)].
Based in a former work the authors made an "in vitro" verification about the action of pure and isolated B1, B2 and B6 on the digestive enzymes. After many experiments they came to the following conclusions: 1. Pure and isolated vitamins B1, B2 and B6 have no effect on the clotting of milk. 2. Vitamins B1 and B2 delay the action of the digestive enzymes on the clotting of milk. 3. Vitamin B6 can be considered an activator, diminishing the time enzymes takes to produce clotting of milk. Afterwards they make commentaries and relate the analogy of the results with those of other authors when studying the action of pure and isolated vitamins in other biological branches and in animals.